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Prosody generation in Japanese TTS and its problem
Word accent sandhi in Japanese and its large variation

A rule-based trial for the solution -- a previous study --
Word accent sandhi rules developed by Sagisaka

Some extension of the rules in our previous study

Still some practical problems found in the rule-based strategy

A corpus-based trial for the solution
Assignment of accurate accent labels to an existing text DB

CRF-based learning of the accent sandhi with the DB

Integration of the rule-based knowledge into the CRF learning

Evaluation of the proposed method

Conclusions



A problem in Japanese TTS

Prosody generation for a given written sentence
No explicit prosodic features expressed in an input sentence

But they have to be estimated accurately to generate natural speech.

In Japanese TTS, F0 control is especially important.

A problem in Japanese TTS synthesis
Every content word has its own H/L accent pattern.

But it will be easily changed in a sentence according to the context.

Everybody knows this fact and can change the accent adequately.

But nobody knows completely what mechanism is working there.

Then, we have a big problem.
Researchers have to give the mechanism to machines.

It should be rule-based, corpus-based, or their hybrid?

If a corpus-based method is required, where is a corpus for that task?



Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese

Word accent of Japanese
It is represented as sequence of H/L values in mora unit.

#accent types of N-mora words of Tokyo dialect is N+1.

A rapid raising/falling of F0 has to occur between the 1st and 2nd morae

#rapid falling pattern(s) of F0 between two consecutive morae in a word 
is one at most.

Type-n accent = accent type showing a rapid downfall after the n-th mora

Accent nucleus = the n-th mora in type-n accent (filled black circle)

Type-0 and type-n are the same if they are uttered isolatedly.

The difference is the H/L attribute of the first mora of the next word.



Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese

Word accent sandhi of Japanese
Change of accent nucleus position by word concatenation

Rules to predict the change of the nucleus position
Re-formulated by Sagisaka for TTS system development

Three sets of rules and several control rules over the three

Require values of several lexical and accent attributes of individual words

Concatenation Manner, Nucleus Position, Concatenation Type



Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese

Rules to predict the accent nucleus position
Word concatenation categorized into the following three cases

A content word + a function word                            requires CM and NP

A content word + a content word

A prefix + a content word

  

What is NP?  

1st word with no nucleus

1st word with nucleus

NP = 0 NP = 1

+ →
NP = -1



Word accent sandhi rules of Japanese

Rules to predict the accent nucleus position
   

 

Some control rules over the three sets of rules.



Some problems of the rule-based prediction

A rule-based prediction method (Minematsu et al.2003)
A semi-automatic method to assign the values of CM, NP and CT

Some extensions or tune-ups of the Sagisaka rules

But some problems still remained to be solved.
Secondary accent nucleus position

Other concatenation such as function word + function word

Values of the accentual attributes are context-sensitive.

Limitation of the rule-based approach

A corpus-based prediction method (Nagano et al.2006)
N-gram-based morphological analyzer

can output the H/L value of each mora of an input sentence

Merit and demerit
No need to prepare the values of CM, NP and CT for the individual words

But it needs a text corpus with accurate accent labeling



CRF-based approach of the accent sandhi prediction
Why CRF-based prediction?

The prediction is implemented using a set of features.

Some phonological (Sagisaka) rules can be introduced flexibly as features.

No need of explicit estimation of CM, NP and CT for the individual words

But it needs a text corpus with accurate accent labeling
No publicly available corpus exists currently.

We had to develop the corpus before building a CRF-based predictor.

Hybrid of rule-based and corpus-based

+



Development of a DB with accent labeling

What kind of labeling should be done?
Three kinds of labeling done on an existing text corpus

Location of the accentual phrase boundary

A sentence can be divided into several segments according to the global 
F0 movement in each of which F0 rises initially and falls gradually. The 
mora with the F0 rise is the first mora of an accentual phrase.

Location of the accent nucleus in every accentual phrase

One or more F0 rapid downfalls are found in a phrase. Each fall was 
annotated as nucleus. The first one in a phrase is the primary nucleus.

Location of the nucleus in every content word when uttered isolatedly

The nucleus position was also annotated for each content word when it 
was uttered isolatedly. Unlike Nagano’2006, this property is used for 
building a CRF-based accent sandhi predictor.



Development of a DB with accent labeling

Selection of the single speaker
Strictly speaking, phonological and accentual knowledge is 
considered to be speaker-dependent.

Accent label annotation by a single labeler is desirable for this study.

After some preliminary examinations, the labeler was selected.
A music student of Tokyo dialect with a very good ear for the height of 
linguistic sounds and very good knowledge of Japanese phonology

A few examiners were also selected to check the assigned labels.

Selection of the text corpus
Japanese Newspaper Article Sentence database (JNAS)

16,178 from newspapers and 503 from ATR phoneme-balanced DB

All the sentences were already assigned their phonographic representation.

Each sent. has its spoken samples but a single speaker doesn’t cover all.

Labeling wad done not by hearing but by silently reading them all.



Development of a DB with accent labeling

Procedure of the actual accent labeling
The labeler was asked to read a given sentence silently according 
to the reading rate indicator (7 morae/sec) and to do the marking.

The locations of the boundaries and the nucleus in each sentence.

The locations of the nucleus in each content word.

As of March 2007, 4,166 sentences were completed.

Reading rate indicator



Development of a DB with accent labeling

Some statistical discussions
As of March 2007, 4,166 sentences were completed.

#morphemes in an accentual phrase

#POS patterns in all the accentual phrases



Conditional Random Field (CRF)
defines a conditional probability distribution over label sequences 
given a particular observation sequences.

estimates           , where   and   are for label and observation.
   = accent type of the individual words in sentences

   = various lexical and accentual attributes of the word

uses features   s for temporal transition from     to        and 
generative relation between     and    .

    = degree of importance of   ,              = frequency of    in training data

    is optimized to maximize             in the training data.

Good considerations are required to select good   s.

CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Two interpretations of the word accent sandhi
Interpretation of the accent sandhi by the rule-based module

Two separate words are concatenated to form a long compound word.

Linguistic function of the accent sandhi

Grouping plural words into one entity to transmit a unified meaning.

Interpretation of the accent sandhi by the CRF-based module

Two separate words are transformed into two words with accents changed.

Grouping function is not considered at all in the CRF training.

This approach may be linguistically very weird.

This work aims to report the performance of CRF’s superficial prediction.



CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Five steps of learning examined in this study

isolated type = accent type generated when uttered isolatedly

embedded type = accent type generated when uttered in context

25,692 phrases for training and 3,533 phrases for testing

label y observation or feature x

step 1 embedded type
(direct prediction of the nucleus position)

POS, inflection types, mora-based length,
isolated type is not used here.

step 2 embedded type
(direct prediction of the nucleus position)

step 1 + isolated accent type

step 3 Relative change of nucleus position from 
isolated to embedded, e.g. -2, 0, +1

step 1 + isolated accent type

step 4 Relative change of nucleus position from 
isolated to embedded, e.g. -2, 0, +1

Combined features reflecting the rules, e.g,
       [POS of wt & POS of wt-1]

step 5 Some labels are additionally used to 
adjust the module more to the rules.

Finer tuning of the features to the rules, e.g.
[2nd mora of wt], [the mora at accent nucleus]

y !

direct prediction
without accent types

direct/indirect prediction
with accent types

indirect prediction with
accent types and the rules



CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning as step-1

simple = two-word phrases of (N|V|A)+(aux.|par.)
compound = phrases including compound noun words

step 1 embedded type
(direct prediction of the nucleus position)

POS, inflection types, mora-based length,
isolated type is not used here.
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning as step-2

simple = two-word phrases of (N|V|A)+(aux.|par.)
compound = phrases including compound noun words

step 2 embedded type
(direct prediction of the nucleus position)

step 1 + isolated accent type
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning as step-3

simple = two-word phrases of (N|V|A)+(aux.|par.)
compound = phrases including compound noun words

step 3 Relative change of nucleus position from 
isolated to embedded, e.g. -2, 0, +1

step 1 + isolated accent type
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning as step-4

simple = two-word phrases of (N|V|A)+(aux.|par.)
compound = phrases including compound noun words

step 4 Relative change of nucleus position from 
isolated to embedded, e.g. -2, 0, +1

Combined features reflecting the rules, e.g,
       [POS of wt & POS of wt-1]y !
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning as step-5

simple = two-word phrases of (N|V|A)+(aux.|par.)
compound = phrases including compound noun words

step 5 Some labels are additionally used to 
adjust the module more to the rules.

Finer tuning of the features to the rules, e.g.
[2nd mora of wt], [the mora at accent nucleus]
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CRF-based learning of word accent sandhi

Learning(?) as the final step
Labeler’s re-judgment

Incorrect predictions were checked whether they were acceptable or not.

4-degree judgment (1 to 4)

Scores of 3 or 4 are re-evaluated as “correct” prediction
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Conclusions

Some problems of the rule-based prediction
A hybrid solution of rule- and corpus-based predictions

Development of a text corpus with accurate accent labeling
Positions of accent phrase boundaries and accent nuclei

Labeling done only by a single labeler

CRF-based training of the word accent sandhi
Preparation of adequate feature sets considering the phonological rules

Not direct but indirect prediction of the accent sandhi

Evaluation of the proposed hybrid predictor
all : 76.8 % --> 93.6 %,  simple : 94.5 % --> 98.3 %

Some unsolved problems

Still low performance for compound phrases (87.9%)

The predictor transforms the word accent only superficially.



If you have any questions,
please email to mine@gavo.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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